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 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 

          District: Dhubri 
 

                  IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO-1, DHUBRI 
 

 

Present: Nur Jamal Hoque, AJS 

             Munsiff No-1 

             Dhubri 

 

    Friday, 7th day of February, 2014 

                                               T.S NO-88/2009 

     Habibur Rahaman and two others V/S  Akbar Ali and six others  

 

This suit coming on for argument on –28/1/14  in presence of:- 

           Mr.  M. Islam                                                     LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  

Mr. A.K Pradhani                                               LD advocate for the defendant 

 

 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 

 

                                           “This is a suit for declaration” 

1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that measuring an area 1B-3K covered by dag no-1273(old), 
1118(N), of  Patta No-337, 103(Old), 794(new) of Khatian no-417 earlier owned and 
possessed by plaintiffs father and from said land 8L of land was acquired by Government of 
Assam for the purpose of construction of (NEC) and remaining portions of land described in 
A schedule of plaint  inherited and possessing by the plaintiffs. That land acquired by 
Government described in B schedule of plaint  and that has been used by the plaintiffs as 
front side for ingress and outgress of plaintiff's A schedule land. That in the month of 
April/2008 the defendant illegally constructed a small temporary house in the acquisitioned 
portion of land and started  a pan shop creating obstruction to plaintiffs. That father of 
plaintiff's agreed to such acquisition with bona-fide belief that B schedule land would remain 
free and open for use of A schedule land. That defendant has no right interfere with such 
right of plaintiff's in ingress and outgress of A schedule land and such obstruction of 
defendant over B schedule land is illegal. That defendant with the help some unknown 
person further made encroachment in the north eastern boundary of A schedule land of 
plaintiffs and said land described in suit C schedule land . The plaintiff's have been asking 
the defendants to vacate the suit land but defendants refused to vacate the same. Hence 
this suit. 
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2.  
3. The defendant contested the suit filling written statements both in law and facts. 
The defendant with the plea of maintainability, cause of action, non-joinder of necessary 
parties etc, denied entire averments of plaint save and except those are specifically 
admitted in the written statement. The defendant further pleaded that  land possessing by 
defendant is not part and parcel of 1B-3K land and defendant has got no knowledge about 
the acquisition of 8L of land belong to plaintiff's father. That defendant got his houses and 
Pan shop over khas land as well as some portions of patta land belong to Ebrahim SK and 
such land covered under patta no-426 and said house, pan shop possessing by defendants 
since 35 years. Upon the above defendants prayed to dismiss the suit with cost. 
 
3.  Upon the above pleadings my predecessor in office framed following issues:- 
 

             ISSUES                             

1. Whether the suit maintainable? 

2.  Whether there is any cause of action for the suit? 

3. Whether plaintiff's have right, title, interest over the schedule A 

land and whether defendant is liable to be evicted from schedule B 

land? 

4. Whether the plaintiffs are entitled to the reliefs as prayed for? 

 

4. In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before the court. 
In the other hand defendants side not adduces any forms evidences before the court.  
  
5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendants side. I have also 
perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences on records.   

         DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 

 

6.6.6.6. ISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NOISSUE NO----1111::::----             MAINTAINABILITY OF SUIT 
 The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in its present 
form. In the instant suit failed to mention specifically as why and how the suit is not 
maintainable. Whereas Order –8, Rule- 2 of C.P.C says that defendant must raise all 
the pleadings specifically regarding the non maintainability of the suit. I also do not find 
anything in the suit which renders the suit is not maintainable. Hence the suit is 
maintainable. This issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of the plaintiff. 
 

7. ISSUE NO-2:- CAUSE OF ACTION FOR THE SUIT 
A cause of action is called bundle of facts affirmed by one party and denied by other. In 
this case after careful perusal of entire pleadings of both sides it has clearly appears 
before the court that plaintiff's in their plaint claimed their right, title, interest over entire 
A schedule land and further contended that suit B schedule was a part of A schedule 
land  and that land was acquired by Government for construction of NEC. It is further 
pleaded that plaintiff's used the B schedule land for their ingress and outgress from suit 
A schedule as said B schedule situated adjacent to road. That defendant in month of 
April/2008 illegally took possession of B schedule land and constructed a temporary 
house thereon and subsequently defendant encroached suit C schedule land, which is a 
part of A schedule land. Hence this suit filed by the plaintiff's for declaration of their right  
        (3) 
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to use the B schedule land along with a prayer of recovery of suit C schedule land. On 
contra defendant in his written statement admitted the fact that he possessed suit B 
schedule land and said land is government khas land. The defendant further raised 
some question of fact and law in his written statement.  
The pleadings of both sides gives raise a bona-fide dispute between the parties. That 
dispute requires adjudication in this case. Hence upon the above it can safely decide 
here that this suit has cause of action. This issue is answered in affirmative and in favor 
of plaintiff.  
 

8. ISSUE NO-3:- RIGHT, TITLE, INTERES OF PLAINTIFF OVER A SCHEDULE LAND AND 

WHETHER DEFENDANT IS LIABLE TO BE EVICTED FROM B SCHEDULE LAND:- 
This issue has been framed by my learned predecessor on the basis of earlier pleadings of 
plaintiffs. The plaintiff's initially filed instant suit praying declaration of their right, title, 
interest over A schedule land along with a prayer of eviction of defendant from B schedule 
land, but subsequently the plaintiff's amended the plaint and in prayer portion plaintiffs only 
prayed their right to use B schedule land and eviction of defendant from C schedule land. 
Under the above circumstances this court thinks deem fit to convert the above issue as--'' 
whether plaintiff's have right to use suit B schedule land and whether defendant is liable to 
be evicted from C schedule land.  
Plaintiff's have instituted this suit contending that their predecessor earlier owned and 
possessed total land measuring an area 1B-3K covered by dag no-1273(old), 1118(N), of 
Patta No-337, 103(Old), 794(new) of Khatian no-417 earlier owned and possessed by 
plaintiffs father and from said land 8L of land was acquired by Government of Assam for the 
purpose of construction of (NEC) and remaining portions of land described in A schedule of 
plaint. It is further pleaded by the plaintiffs that land acquired by Government described in B 
schedule of plaint  and that has been used by the plaintiffs as front side for ingress and 
outgress of plaintiff's A schedule land and in the month of April/2008 the defendant illegally 
constructed a small temporary house in the acquisitioned portion of land and started  a pan 
shop creating obstruction to plaintiffs.  That defendant has no right interfere with such right 
of plaintiff's in ingress and outgress of A schedule land and such obstruction of defendant 
over B schedule land is illegal. That defendant with the help some unknown person further 
made encroachment in the north eastern boundary of A schedule land of plaintiffs and said 
land described in suit C schedule land.  
So, prime allegation of plaintiff's against the defendant is that defendant illegally possessing 
suit B schedule land and created obstruction over the right of plaintiff from using the suit B 
schedule for their ingress and outgress. The  seconds allegation of plaintiff's is that 
defendant encroached suit C schedule land illegally. So, plaintiff's have got the burden to 
prove both the above facts before the court.  
From the pleadings of defendant side it has already clear before the court that defendant 
possessing suit B schedule land and such land is government khas land. It has also clear 
from the pleadings of both side that suit B schedule land is government khas land and 
defendant possessing the same. Both the above facts need not proved further as both sides 
in this suit admitted those facts.  
Now question remains as to whether plaintiff's have got right to use suit B schedule and 
whether defendant encroached suit C schedule land. Plaintiff's to prove both such facts  
       (4) 
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examined only one witness and exhibited six numbers of documents. I have carefully gone 
through the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff's side. From the documentary 
evidences of plaintiff's side it reveals that Ext-1 is notification of government of Assam, 
through which suit B schedule land made khas, Ext-2 is allegedly one compromise petition, 
Ext-3 is certified copy of Jamabandi, Ext-4 is certified copy of final Khatian, Ext-5 is one 
sketch map and Ext-6 is rent receipt. Plaintiff side in this case failed to prove Ext-1,2,3,4&5 
documents before the court by calling any witness from office. Ext-2 is allegedly one private 
documents and that documents not proved by calling any witness of such document. More 
also this court not finds any connection with such documents into the subject matter of this 
suit.  
PW-1 submitted his examination in chief supporting the entire averments of plaint. PW-1 in 
his cross-examination deposes that over suit land house and shop of defendant is situated 
and defendants possessing 8L of khas land by constructing shop. PW-1 further deposes 
that has no claim over the land wherein defendant constructed house.  
The oral testimony of PW-1 indicates that plaintiff has no claim over suit land wherein the 
defendant constructed houses. PW-1 further clears the fact that defendant possessing suit 
B schedule land, which was acquired by Government by issuing Ext-1 order.  
Plaintiff side failed to prove the fact that defendant encroached suit C schedule land. Even  
the plaintiff's failed to examine any  witness to prove the fact that suit C schedule land 
illegally occupied by defendant. From the oral testimony of PW-1, it is clear that plaintiffs 
have got no claim over B schedule land.  
To sum up the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff's side it appears before the court 
that suit B schedule land made khas by government and such land possessing by 
defendant by constructing houses and pan shop and over such land plaintiff's have got no 
claim. It also clear from the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiffs side that plaintiff 
side failed to prove the fact that plaintiff's have any right over B schedule land and it also not 
proved as to whether defendant possessed suit C schedule land by any illegal 
encroachment.  
Hence upon the above it can be safely decide here that plaintiff's have no right over B 
schedule land and as the defendant possessing government khas land the defendant is not 
liable to be evicted from the suit B schedule land. Hence this issue is answered negative 
and against the plaintiffs. 
 

12. ISSUE NO-4:- RELIEF 
In the light of discussion and decision made in issue no-3 plaintiff is not entitled to get any 
relief as prayed for. Hence this issue is answered in negative and against the plaintiff.  
              ORDER 
 
13. In the result plaintiff suit is dismissed on contest with cost. 
14.  Prepare a decree accordingly.  
15.  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court under the hand seal of this court 
on   7th day of February , 2014. 

 

   MUNSIFF NO-1 

                  Dhubri  
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                                                               APPENDIX 

 

 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES           PW-1 Habibur Rahaman 

                                                                

2. PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -Ext-1 Notification of Government of Assam 
                                               Ext-2 Compromise   

                                               Ext-3 Certified copy of Jamabandi 

             Ext-4 Certified copy of Final Khatian 

    Ext-5 Map 

    Ext-6 Rent receipt 

                                              

 

 

 

 

 MUNSIFF NO-1 

                                                                    Dhubri 


